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During their life cycle, pond-breeding newts usually undergo a metamorphosis that makes 
the  transition  between  the  aquatic  gilled  larval  stage  and  the  terrestrial  metamorphosed 
stage. One of the characteristics of this shift is the resorption of the gills and the closure of gill  
slits. However, in some populations, whereas some individuals metamorphose, others retain 
their larval features such as gills while acquiring sexual maturity, a pattern known as facultative 
paedomorphosis.  Although  rarer  than  metamorphosis,  paedomorphosis  is  expressed  in 
numerous species and populations, making it not anecdotic. It is therefore thought to play an  
important role in ecology and evolution.

Facultative paedomorphosis is a polyphenism in which alternative phenotypes are produced 
in  response  to  environmental  variables  but  is  also  clustered  in  some  geographic  areas.  
Although paedomorphs are mainly found in deep and fishless habitats, such as alpine lakes, 
they can also be present in semi-permanent ponds. By being able to detect changes of aquatic  
conditions,  individuals  can  shift  tactic,  i.e.  paedomorphs  can  transform  into  the  dispersal 
phenotype,  the  metamorph.  Being  paedomorphs  in  such  risky  conditions  remains 
advantageous  as  it  allows  an  early  reproduction  (i.e.  progenesis)  compared  with  the 
metamorphs. Although there are sex effects at varied levels, males and females respond to 
environmental change and both morphs are sexually active. This translates also in a large gene 
flow  across  phenotypes  within  ponds.  Such  an  absence  of  sexual  isolation  allows  the 
persistence of both developmental strategies in heterogeneous environments and is therefore 
contrasting with patterns of obligate paedomorphosis which are found in some salamanders. 

Coexisting  paedomorphs  and  metamorphs  exhibit  temporal,  spatial  and  food  resource 
partitioning,  but  with  variations  across  populations.  Temporal  partitioning  occurs  in  sites 
where metamorphs leave water for land during a part of the year whereas micro-habitat and 
food  specializations  are  found  during  their  aquatic  cohabitation.  Their  different  trophic 
morphology can explain the different  diet patterns but also their preferences for different  
micro-habitats.  This  suggests  that  facultative  paedomorphosis  can  be  considered  to  be  a 
trophic polyphenism and that its selection is not only caused by the advantages of life in water  
versus on land, but also through the heterogeneity within aquatic environments.

The low number of populations of paedomorphs and their continuous use of the aquatic 
habitats make them very vulnerable. Longitudinal surveys show they are declining at a very 
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high rate across all their distribution range. For instance, the most remarkable populations of 
paedomorphs, previously known as subspecies in the Balkans are all gone. The main driver of 
this  decline  is  the  introduction  of  alien  species  in  ponds  and  lakes,  extirpating  first  
paedomorphs  and  then  metamorphs.  The  only  hope  is  that,  being  a  polyphenism, 
paedomorphosis  shows fast  resilience  in  some populations.  Drought  could  therefore  help 
removing fish but may also be a disaster. On another hand, because of a potential long-lasting  
counter-selection against paedomorphosis in some populations, specifically in alpine lakes, it is 
likely too late. Conservation actions should therefore take place to remove threats and protect  
the main populations of paedomorphs as highly valuable part of intraspecific diversity. 
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